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SUMMARY

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The problem to be considered is the effect of
increasing the leading edge thickness of a super-
cavitating foil beyond the cavity thickness, such
that a portion of the back near the leading edge
becomes wetted and cavitation does not commence until
some point downstream from the leading edge.

FINDINGS

The investigation has resulted in an approximate
solution for the lift and drag on a foil with a finite
leading edge. The solution shows that there is a very
large decrease in the lift-drag ratio due to the wetted
portion of the back, and as such it seems advisable
whenever possible to avoid using a foil with a thick
leading edge. It was not determined however, at what
angle of attack this type of flow would occur for a
given foil with some arbitrary leading edge thickness.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that the above-mentioned type of
flow be avoided bykeeping the thickness of the leading
edge less than the cavity thickness. It is also Suggested
that further research be devoted to determining the
critical angle of attack at which the back will be par-
tially wetted, and to determine an exact solution by a
con -tormal mapping techniqueo



NOTATION

b A constant, undefined in terms of physical parameters

D
CD Drag coefficient = - -

CL Lift Coefficient = ,

D Drag

DI Drag component due to the back

D2  Drag component due to the face

L Lift

L1 Lift component due to the back

L2  Lift component due to the face

Cavity length measured from the leading edge

m Strength of a source distribution

p Local static pressure

Pc Cavity pressure

P0  Pressure on the body

PO Static pressure of the stream at infinity

R Radius of the arc of Qhe Circular Arc Section

Re Denotes "the real part of"

S1
r Ratio of upper to lower chord lengths: r=

Chord length

si  Chord length of the back (upper surface) measured
to the point of cavitation inception

s2 Chord length of the face (lower surface)

t Dummy variable

U The x-component of the velocity on the cavity wall

U0 The stream velocity at infinity



u The x-component of the perturbation velocity

UC-o The x-component of the perturbation velocity
which is induced by the cavity source distribution

u- The x-component of the perturbation velocity which
-o is induced by the body source distribution

V The velocity of the fluid at any point in
the flow field

v The local perturbation velocity, v = - U.

v The y-component of the perturbation velocity

vc The y-component of the perturbation velocity
on the cavity

vo  The y-component of the perturbation velocity
on the body

x A space coordinate parallel to U,,

x A dummy variable

Y A space coordinate, orthogonal to the x-direction

Yo Y-ordinate of the foil surface

Y1 Y-ordinate of the back

Y2 Y-ordinate of the face

Z A dummy variable

(1 The slope of the back when it is constant (up to sl)

a2  The slope of the face when it is constant

Fluid density P -Po

U' Cavitation number, ="i y i-

SA dummy variable

Velocity potential

A dummy variable

4 A constant defined by &=Ial + 2

ig



ABSTRACT

An approximate method is developed for determining
the coefficients of lift and drag for a foil whose face
is completely wetted and whose back is wetted up to a
certain point and cavitating downstream of that point,
at zero cavitation number. The solution obtained is
compared with exact theory for flow past a flat plate,
with exact theory for flow past a non-symmetrical wedge,
and with available experimental results.



INTRODUCTI ON

The effects of cavitating flow past flat plates
and thin foils have been the subject of recent research
by Tulin and Wu . Both developed linearized theories
for the flow and solved the problems by conformal mapping.
In this way they determined the lift and drag of the cavi-
tating hydrofoil as a function of the drag and moment of
the equivalent airfoil.

The limitation that the thickness of such a foil
be less than the cavity thickness presents practical
difficulties near the leading edge where the cavity
approaches zero thickness and leads to vibration and
buckling of the foil. It was, therefore, considered
desirable to investigate the effects of increasing the
leading edge thickness to some value greater than the
cavity thickness. For such a section the theory based
on thin foils will not hold since the back is no longer
fully cavitating. Consequently, an attempt has been
made to solve the problem using potential flow theory
in a manner similar to that used by Tulin to investi-
gate the flow past a symmetrical wedge 3

0

THEORY

Two methods have been used to develop approximate
solutions for cavitating flow. The most popular is the
determination o a mathematical model for an equivalent
flow. Birkhoff and Gilbarg and Rock5 give accoUnts of
early work along these lines to determine the flow'past
flat plates perpendicular to the stream. More recently
Tulin and Wu developed linearized solutions for flow past
thin lifting surfaces. The other method is the application
of linearized potential flow theory to determine a source
distribution and from this to determine the velocity and
pressure distribution on th surface of the body. This
is the method used by Tulinl to determine the cavity
shape and drag of a symmetrical wedge.

The equivalent airfoil was not used in the present
problem because of the additional singularity at the
leading edge which is not present in the thin foil problem.
Consequently, linearized potential flow theory was used in
a manner similar to that of Tulin3 o

1References are listed on Page 18



The presence of a finite leading edge thickness prevents
the inception of back cavitation at the leading edge. Back
cavitation does not commence until some point sl and continues
from there to the extremity of the cavity at some point Z.
For sufficiently low cavitation numbers the cavity length will
be large relative to the lower chord length, a condition
necessary for the development of the theory.

It is assumed that no cavitation occurs on the pressure
side until the termination of the chord length, s2, and the
cavity extends out tog (Figure 1)o It is also assumed that
the slopes of the upper and lower faces, 4X and d2

dx
respectively, and the chord lengths sl and s2 are such that
no cavitation occurs on either the face or the back in the
intervals 0 x= s and 0 x S o For this to be true
the stagnation poin must be at th; leading edgeo

The problem then resolves to that of finding a source
distribution which will produce this flow, and to determine
from it the pressure distribution along the wetted portions
of the face and back. The pressure on the back beyond the
point sl (i.e. the portion of the back lying inside the
cavity) is assumed to be at the cavity pressureo Consequently,
the pressure at any point on the surface of the foil will be
known and 1y suitable integration the lift and drag can be
determinedo

SOURCE DISTRIBUTION SOLUTION

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

On the wetted portions of the face and back the
streamline slope is equal to the slope of the body:

= . E-(i

U y z)f-y' ,%.)J /

' rA W .t v y ) _ _ _ _ - U( ~ 2 ~ VC a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ( 2 )

-2-



On the cavity wall the pressure is p and using
Bernoulli's equation this determines the Savitation number
as a function of the cavity wall velocity and the stream
velocity:

0-- = - 0 (3)

where Equation (3) holds over both surfaces.

When linearized,these three equations give:

) v(x,) o<x<s, (la)
dx U0

Cd Y2. (X 0 - .M<
-- ' ) (2a)

2(x,O) S< X 4
U. (3a)

O" = 2n(4 0-) s <x<, (3b)
UM0

The remaining boundary condition is that at the two
points where cavitation commences the flow must be smooth.
Consequently, the slope of the cavity must be continuous
with the slope of the body. This dondition is satisfied by
eliminating solutions for the source distribution which go
to infinity at these points.

SOLUTION

The following solution is based on the simplified
assumption that, with the stagnation point at the leading
edge, the flow on the face is independent of the geometry
of the back. Consequently, the flow on each surface is
assumed to be the same as that on a symmetrical body of the
same slope and chord length as the surface in question. The
lift is then assumed to be the difference between the lifts
of the two surfaces considered separately, and the drag is
assumed to be the sum of the two drags. This is a crude
assumption since it assumes that the stagnation streamline
will be horizontal as it approaches the leading edge, and
this will hot be the case unless the foil is symmetrical,
in which case of course there will be no lift. However,
this procedure should give an approximate solution and
was followedo



Since the two surfaces can be treated separately, the
development is based on a single surface of slope dyo/dx
and chord length s, and which may be applied to either the
face or the back.

A distribution of sources of strength m(x) along the
x-axis in the interval O<x<t gives the following:

(x, ) - (- ) /2n/ w - x, where W= (x- x_ r ()

-fm mc,)(x-')dx' (5)
and thus: u(',y) ) = T -- J

0

eV -Y21Y cX (6)
0

At points on the x-axis the perturbation velocities
u(x,0) and v(x,0) will be:

u ( X, o) v= n _ (7)

v/x',o)= tm&Q (8)

The boundary conditions on the x-axis will be satisfied
if:

(9)
Yn (x) = 2 U O 04 X, s

dx

and thus 2_s 2 _ 2 dx' P_" _ < (10)
0
o

The problem may then be formulated: to find m(x) such that:

S oS4 _rnxJ/X ____ (11)00

and

*rnd') x -f2U 2
Cx . x' -2 .y (s) (12)

,0 
dxI



Using the thin airfoil theory inversion formula
6 gives m(x)

from Equation (11):

I

Yn(x)=U -,2 /c b+
Ir f( (X--)) 1 x)5 (x' -x)

To satisfy the juncture conditibn the term in brackets
must vanish at x=s:

o b + ir U. ( ,_ -2 U, s- )
O~bir~~of (x s) (x'-'s) (x'-t)

-o- ~ U - 2 u s  x'

therefore:

5S__ -x 2. X ,.. ) I , x (13)
x fo

Evaluating the integrals as shown in Appendix A gives:

$

) + - ;7/ j2(x-t) (13a)

For the case of zero cavitation number, r = 0, UC = U I

and Z-o o :
S

o 2 Uo, d .
M (x) f, .W ( 13b )

-5



DETERMINATION OF LIFT AND DRAG

DRAG

Assuming the foil to be deeply submerged in an ideal
flow (i.e., neglecting frictional and wave resistance)
the drag on one surface will be given by the integral:

P =  .p y t--? ff .v4F I - -- a! (l+)

0

which may also be written:
0- -/U°.U 7- /6 (14a)

0

and after linearization this becomes:

I:? - ~ -(1Jb)

but u(tyo) = Uo-o(tyo) + uc-o(tyo)

where uoo(ty 0 ) is the x component of that part of the dis-
turbance velocity on the body which is induced by the cavity
source distribution and tco(tYo) is the x oomponent of that
part of the disturbance velocity on the body which is induced
by the cavity source distribution.

since: _ (4 ) = O

and (t yc") U00

-6-
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the equation for drag becomes:

UfVL7 v ,() (C0(- . y

The integral term in

using equations

os  t I0

-or1 U 0

0

I
4 x - I

(14c) is evaluated as follows:

(7) and (13a):

s

J 2ir 1 dy0 - --

C/yOIr f~o/~

YFr o011

Li.d, x I-s /Y- ri P
Os U!-,

Using Appendix A the first
evaluated:

- s

And using Appendix B the

u(_

term of Equation (15) is

&S 
c/*

2 f dt t
0

2 y (E

second term of Equation (15)

fYc 12

(&)t0 j+

-7=

(1+c)

(15)

is:

-- '- -

dt



therefore:

'S

0 f

And Equation (14 c) becomes:

s 
2

0- U. -/Yo ___ _

6 -t cit 2- de (ss)('0

D 1/2 , is then obtained,

remembering that, from Equation (3), Uc = U0 (1 + 1/2- ):

CD - o( +
I

__ 

_ 

3-4I 

_

ri-a __o _(o" L s (*;(te)j2

LIFT

The lift is calculated in the same manner as was the
drag. Assuming small angles of attack, the lift of one sur-
face will be:

s

L -J P-F° - (17)

In Equation (17) and hereafter, the following convention
is used: in a flow from left to right (Figure I)lift up is
i6sitive; slopeup and to the right is'neative, and slope,'
down and to the right is positive,corresponding,to theL-usual
angle of attack,

-8

(15a)

(14d)

(16)



Linearizing as in Equation (14) gives:

PU=f -U )
(17a)

and u(t y o ) = uo-o(tYo) + uc o ( (t, Yo)

The integration that follows is considerably simplified
by making the second assumption; namely, that:

0.o (t, y) d = 0

Equation (17a) thus becomes:

L Up
and proceeding as for drag:

f So LL-

S tLsir
-I" " -I

2W 0

A
, i -S C/,xY' d

, 4-x'

The first term of Equation (18)
Appendix A:

= 'oWt S
I.,

+ 0
e-

- ' d r-s x'-T

is evaluated from

sj

-.o~4-S)I r o

S+ L2U__:2

fO.s - jS- 0 yo) A (17b)

ct

SU". + 2 r 'S x '- I dx' d,

(16)

_ ~

/y

- U Ct, Y, J t

o f i( S,t



And the second term becomes:

The equation for Lift is then:

L r2 C

2, U1i 
(17 )002p<  d

Ala cL:

,1~II+,I~uI- 
_ _ ICL__ 'Y y-r r -

LIFT AND DRAG AT ZERO CAVITATION NUMBER

The expressions for lift and drag can be considerably
simplified by assuming zero cavitation number. Thus the
cavity length is infinite and the velocity on the cavity
wall equals the stream velocity (U = U, )o Using Equation
(13b) and proceeding as before, th~ expressions for lift and
drag become:

o s oo1) ~ro~rtc~o~)YoJ a (19

- <,<,( <xJo) 4I={ -

0 ,
4 0 Isss -r

LIFT~o AN RGA EOCAIAINNNE



order of integration,

1Y .L

__ ____

fo S

0
-i )

?.

- i2t. foS i+ SS (18c)

where in the last equation the variable has been changed
from to t,

Equation (1

to conform with the other equations,

9), likewise, becomes:

f I f t t- 0- (19b)

And using the procedure of Appendix B:

u) -t s "

Dividing Equations (18c)
and drag coefficients:

and (19c) by 1/2

and (1%0) by l/2pt28

(19c)

gives the lift

L [ 41 c -t.Cr I[ SL ;:-,;

I
j'e d - /(18b)

XD-~

Ir

-1) +Jc1

(18d)

(19d)

and changing the

C1 

Y

K ) J+I -

-L

S CjY'



Equation (18d) can be simplified by further linearization
using the series:

Neglecting all but the first-power term in the
series gives:

(18e)
'- "s. ,,<L,-o--<+ _i ] Ol W-C( + ),-

Final linearized lift and drag coefficients at zero
cavitation number are then:

4 Lo ...
CL 7(st'V(-.. +

-o
S 2

Ms o _

(18f)

(19d)

APPLICATION TO FOILS WITH FINITE LEADING
EDGE THICKNESS AT ZERO CAVITATION NUMBER

For the case of a foil such as is shown in Figure 1,
the assumption is made that the total lift and drag are the
sums of the components of the lift and drag determined
separately on the face and the back. T1u s'

L=L,+L 2 -y t , J - _ a4 . (20)

Li Ay, dt' rLJ -It
d+ f~ (21)

Olt4 J

CL 0 -S
+~ +

pc[4fo - _tn12 +

o R-, 2-

ct 77-6

(22)

(23)



where the chord length in the denominator of the coefficients
is s By considering s2 to be unity the expressions may be
furt er simplified without loss of generality. Denoting the
ratio between the upper and lower chord lengths S1 = r, we
have: S2

CL= Il _

COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH KNOWN DATA

FLAT PLATE

Since several assumptions have been made, it was con-
sidered advisable to compare the results obtained from
Equations (24) and (25) with known data. The simplest
comparison is that of a flat plate, where r = 0 and

x2 2 Equations (24) and (25) thus become:CL  4 ̂ ,I' t
C 1 _______. 

25

CL -- coI2(, )+V7  = '..-° " (26)

The coefficients from exact theory are:
CL 2"rhct C8 eoL TO,, -rro . ) (28)

CD = L - o~f) ' /57 (29)

Thus for the case of a flat plate, the approximate
solution for the lift coefficient is seen to be low by about
12% and the solution for the drag coefficient is low by about
23%° Actually the smaller error in the case of lift is due
only to the series approximation, Equation (18e), which
raises the lift coefficient in the case of the flat plate by the

-13-



ratio. In3 to 1, or about 10%. Applying Equation (18d) to
the flat plate gives:

CL = /, 7 (27a)L - 2 2(27a)

Another exact theory which is known and is more
pertinent to the foils being considered is that for a
non-symmetrical wedge (Figure 2). For this case the exact
theory7 gives:*

C = 2a ( - %,) ( + (30)

C = 'T LIL (31)

the constant a is determined from the integral equation:

a2 Uc, .
f 2e(cos Cos W) E x e ,

where: LO- = e,
cse,- 9(- t

and: " -Xo-, /

For a thin wedge (c-o4,<T ) Equations (30) and (31)
becom'e (Appendix C):

(30a)
CD = -i zocsr /-O&,. ( a~~

CL = (31a)

* Note that the sign of 1 has been changed from that in
Milne-Thomson to conform with the convention of this paper.
Thus al as shown in Figure 2 has a negative value.



This solution also is based on the condition that the
stagnation point is at the leading edge, and the condition
for this is that the ratio of chord lengths be:

e/"("o ,, -CosW ) '' XY dX "

1 = = (kI+coj-. (32)

Using Equation (32)9 the approximate solution
(Equations 24 and 25) gives the following results:

CL r Y + dY-, )4 ,+ 3 (33)
*Tr (it W) 717(

CD Tr 4)

For the purpose of comparing the exact and approximate

solutions, values of CL, ,CD and- S have been plotted

vs. r (Figure 4). As was the case with the flat plate, the
approximate solutions for both lift and drag are somewhat
lower than the exact solutions, Both coefficients approach
the exact solutions as r approaches unity, or a symmetrical
wedge.

A third comparison has been made with experimental data
for a circular arc section,9 Figure 3. The experimental data
(Figure 5) is shown in a plot of liftand drag coefficients
vs. cavitation number for 8 degrees angle of attacko At this
angle separation did not occur at the leading edge9 but in-
stead at the discontinuity of the upper surface. Thus the
flow corresponds exactly to that of Figure 1. The experimental
points are marked as circles on the graph, and the solid lines
represent the predicted coefficients assuming lull cavitation
from the leading edge according to Wuls theory o

Applying the approximate solutions to the circular arc
at 8 degrees angle of attack and zero cavitation number gives
the following results (Appendix D):

CL _D

Separation at Leading Edge 0.298 0o0o457

Separation at the Bend 0ol65 0O0691

-15-



These points have been plotted on the = 0 ordinate
of Figure 5o Again the lift coefficient is low,by about
13% when separation occurs at the leading edge. Unfor-
tunatelyzexperimental data is not available below r= 0.2,
but the general trend of the points seems to be close to
that given by CL + C o The approximate solution gives
a drag coefficient which is about 10% high for the case of
cavitation from the leading edge and the general trend of
the experimental points is in the direction of CD + CD2O

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

In the development of the solution it has been assumed
that the stagnation streamline was horizontal 9 thus allowing
the face and back to be treated separately, and that the
lift and drag forces-due to the velocities induced by the body
source distribution were zeroo As a result this solution is
only an approximate one, the accuracy of which can only be
determined from comparison with known data, such as is done
in the preceding section. The greatest divergence from
known data is in the case of the flat plate, where the
approximate solution for drag is 23% less than the exact
solution. Strictly speaking this comparison should not be
made since the stagnation point is not at the leading edge,
unless a2=0, in which case the comparison becomes trivial.
The difference between the two solutions should not be taken
lightly since it is not known to what extent the position of
the stagnation point will influence the final accuracy. If
no other conclusion can be drawn from this, it can at least
be seen that it is possible for a solution based on completely
different conditions to give an answer which is approximately
correcto

Comparisons with data for foils where the stagnation
point is at the leading edge are more encouraging. For the
case of the non-symmetrical wedge, or equivalently the foil
with flat surfaces, the lift and drag coefficients are both
low, but for r o05', the maximum difference is only about
7% for both, and as r increases the difference becomes smaller.
There is no assurance,of course, that the same accuracy"will
exist for a foil with curved surfaces, and this fact is borne
out by the comparison with experimental data, although this
latter comparison is a rather indefinite oneo



In any event, the accuracy of the results is sufficient
for the conclusion to be drawn that the performance of a foil
with a partially wetted back is greatly inferior to a fully
cavitating foil. This is shown for the wedge in Figure 6
where LU2 is plotted vs. ro In this case when the back is

D
wetted over 5% of the chord length, there will be a loss
in lift-drag ratio of 30% as compared to a fully cavitating
flat plate. The obvious conclusion to be drawn therefore,
is that a partially wetted back should be avoided if at all
possible.

RECOMMENDATIONS

There are two principal shortcomings in the solution
as it now stands. The first is that assumptions have been
made which diminish the accuracy and thus the authority of
the results. The second is that the assumption is made
that the stagnation point is at the leading edge without
stating the conditions underAhi ch this Will beso.

The approximating assumptions can best be overcome by
solving the problem by conformal mapping. This has been
attempted without success but further efforts woul4 be
worthwhile.

Determining the conditions at which the stagnation point
will be at the leading edge, or particularly, the angle of
attack for any given foil, would also contribute greatly to
the value of the solution. Milne-Thomson solved this problem
for the non-symmetrical wedge (Equation 32), but no solution
has been obtained for curved surfaces.

Further research could also be directed toward extending
the solution to cover finite cavitation numbers. It is quite
possible that the effect of the partially-wetted back is not
as great under such conditions,and this information would be
most valuable for design purposes.
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APPENDIX A

SOLUTION OF FREQUENTLY USED INTEGRALS

Let I(m n, (, P)

Substituting z: =ysin29 gives:
I-i

2 f -Cos' -k
I

for the solution of 9 x -- x'-x eAx Oje)

and for the solution of

; V h >x>.

i-x]

f /- -xS

- -77 -

-19=

Cv Q x, f>

dx'
&eY-x) (x',- t)

r7

L,-
H(YYL)YI)(4, (3)

- 4.1- /-10 6I(m ,n, )= 2 [9

i 0 -sJ -(e-s a- o,

R,[I~

le -S)][-T( 0- S



APPENDIX B

EVALUATION OF THE SECOND INTEGRAL OF EQUATION (15)

- __ r
0 ' f d C-S

ar -sj Z
1 

.S

x't -- 'd

-( -, )l, )

01 t ±

fdf jo

sJos

01

c~P~cJt
r4 f

V dJds,
S(r5oix0

but:

f Sf

therefore:

ck~ srd 0o.o (t) 0

= 7
d-'

where: J = _y

0

t- 1 0

f d.y
s .fjf

'~~ ~ I~ A[ ( 9sc-S) - c )-VEc-4fS V tT -l0 . s -t-.' &s

MANlHIYi

~iY

dr Y e-s x -

s



J is determined as follows:

SovS Y_
C/-x f

it S- d --

d-6
0

I /e/

SS

0 0

- t d- d.o -

S d e ) '

It

Iz-~LYt-s)- (t-L)(r-s)

IyV A drtdr

0 4(--s) (-C- 4) (t--S)+- -e

F t -jstr -t)]



APPENDIX C

SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS (30), (

since: ________

V (4-+0)

and:

31), and (32)
\ -IT

Y2 +i)

cos X -cos 6 -2 sin 4( ) v(01

then: foOicol-cos o) -of,

- 2fo [sin
Assuming a thin wedge,
approximated by:

j'-0( 1, and the integral may be

w

=j (cos -c4s , Z c =

and by the same method:

". cs X cs cn lZ

fr

Thus: a ,s 2C~s CAD

and: S -
- -

I+cos Lo

I- Cos

-22-
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APPENDIX D

CALCULATION OF LIFT AND DRAG COEFFICIENTS FOR THE
CIRCULAR ARC SECTION

At 80 angle of attack, the face is tangent to the x-axis
at the leading edge:

AY' (o) = o

Therefore, since the face is a circular arc of radius R:

dy2  tanQ where 9 = sin -  X

dx

dy2 1 = tan(sin-1 ar_ 0 0
dx R -x

And: dYl l = tan(80tan-1 0400) = -0.194
dx lo162

Also' for equations (24) and (25) to hold, s2 must be unity
which determines R:

R = 8 = 3.59

1and: r = 1.162 = 0.488
S2and: r $22o=8

Equations (24) and (25) become:

C = _ ax (24a)

2er oY-x t f (--x -I, -
D r 1 dx (25a)

The first integral in each equation is easily evaluated to

give CL1 and CDl:

CL, =- !g -fi433

1CDI



But the evaluation of the integrals for CL2 and CD2 is

considerably more difficult. Consequently, they were
simplified by assuming R'- = constant. Since the
maximum value is R = 3.59 and the minimum value is iFR- =
3.45, the error involved is small.

The average value was taken as 3o52.

Thus:

C - -

C

D2 '2of-

= O. 29

o.o-157

CL = 0.298 - 0.133 = 0165

CD =
0.0457 + 0.0234 = 0.0691

Thus:
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Figure 1 - Diagram of the Foil in
Super-Cavitating Flow
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Figure 2 - The Foil as a
Non-Symmetrical Wedge

Figure 3 - The Circular
Arc Section
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Figure 4 - Lift and Drag Coefficients for Thin Non-Symmetrical Wedges
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Figure 5 - Comparison of Approximate Solution with Experimental
Data for Circular Arc Section at 8* Angle of Attack
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